ACCESSION   OF   FAISAL
Nor did his first statement agree with the intimation that no
other candidate would be considered, since H,M. Government
regarded a republic as unsuitable for clraq and they would not
'tolerate the alternative of a Turkish Prince5.
The Sharifian party, on the other hand, was delighted and
the public as a whole, it was believed, was glad to have a
definite lead from the British Government.1
The Naqib's attitude to the Amir, however, was above
reproach.2 He led the Council in giving a national aspect to
the Amir's reception. Five Council members were appointed,
on June i6th,3 to arrange for ceremonies and for lodging befit-
ting the distinguished visitor: the former King of Syria and the
son of a King. A mass meeting of some five hundred people, on
June i yth, held under the auspices of Naji Pasha and the
Mutasarrif of Baghdad, at the suggestion of Miss Bell and with
the approval of the High Commissioner, arranged for Baghdad's
share in the Amir's reception. It also selected sixty notables to
go to Basra to welcome Faisal on his arrival there. In addition,
the Mayor of Baghdad sent telegrams to the principal towns,
suggesting that they send delegations to greet Faisal.
Amir Faisal arrived at Baghdad, June sgth, somewhat shaken
by the manner of his reception in the south. He and his en-
tourage had been led to believe, before arriving at Basra, that
the country was solidly supporting him. His reception at Basra
by the notables of that city4 and of Baghdad, headed by Ja'far
1	Al-'Iraq, June i7th, 1921, and Lisdn al-'Arab, June 24th, 1921. The latter
wrote: *The Arabs welcome it with great pleasure.'
2	The Naqib telegraphed the following welcome to Faisal:
'To the light of the Candle of the family of the Prophet, the Pearly Star in
the heaven of honour, H. H. the Amir Faisal.
'I have received with respect Your Highness' telegram which proves your
Hashimi sentiments towards me and gives me the happy news of your arrival
Our hearts have been filled with pleasure. We thank you for your speedy and safe
arrival. The ministers and the nation welcome you.' (Al-'Iraq, June 24th, 1921).
3	June nth as recorded in Political Developments in Meso.t p. 5, is obviously
erroneous.
4	Three days before Faisal's arrival, the High Commissioner had been
forced to discourage severely a petition from Basra bearing about 4500 signa-
tures, asking that Basra be given a separate legislature and full independence
in financial, military and police affairs, under the king chosen by 'Iraq.
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